
The collar XS2 has been developed to solve the problems of the traditional pallet collar. Therefore XS2 is light and easy 
to handle, it takes only four seconds to mount it - or to dismount it again. With XS2 you make valuable timesaving when 
handling the collar, that because you do not have to separate the collar from the pallet. In this way you avoid heavy lifting and 
the risk of crushing. When XS2 is not used it folds easily together in the pallet into a flat package that keeps the same format 
as the pallet. XS2 are easy to transport, easy to handle and easy to store.

Time is money -

* The price (in SEK) is calculated per operator per month for three years that handles pallet collars seven times a day, five days a week for 40 working weeks.

13.986:-
Save*

Up or down at 4 seconds.



CrossBorder Technologies AB     Sjöviksvägen 2    231 62 Trelleborg    Sweden
+46 410 35 35 90    info@xbrdr.com    www.xbrdr.com

CrossBorder Technologies AB develops, manufactures and sells pallet system that challenges the conventional wooden pallet industry. 
CrossBorder aims to be the green, profitable and customer-oriented company that moves goods around the world with innovative and cost saving 
solutions. Headquarters, manufacturing, assembly and testing center is located in Trelleborg.

4 seconds

The collar XS2 is unique. 
When the collar folds it will 
be integrated with the pallet 
to one flat package with the 
same size as the pallet. The 
low height gives you low 
freight cost at the return 
transport. 

What is your time worth in money?

Stacking 6000 kg

Low freight costs

One flat package

No protruding parts

XS2 integrates with the pallet to one flat 
package with the same dimensions as 
the pallet. Low height and the possibility to 
stack up to 6 ton gives lower storage- and 
freight costs.

XS2 can be fold up or down at 4 
seconds. You do not have to separate 
the collar from the pallet. A valuable 
timesaver who gives you reduced costs.

XS2 manage 6 ton when stacking. This 
provide good conditions for storage and 
transport because you can put more units 
on the same surface.

XS2 has no protruding parts that 
can get stuck in nearby packaging 
or in the trucks canopy. During 
loading and unloading, the risk to 
get stuck is the biggest reason for 
dropping/turn over the package. No 
protruding parts reduces the risk of 
injury during manual handling.

+46 410 35 35 90

Contact us for 
calculation!

High cleanliness

Regardless which pallet
XS2 fits all types of pallets 
and can easily be adjusted if 
necessary.

XS2 do not splinter and easy to clean. The 
surface is dirt - and water-resistant and the 
collar do not dust.


